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Abstract. In an earlier paper, we began a study of linear random operators

which have a certain probability of behaving as continuous operators. In this pa-

per we study the pointwise limit in probability of a sequence of such operators,

extending the Banach-Steinhaus theorem in a stochastical sense.

I. Introduction

Banach space-valued random variables and random operators on Banach

spaces are topics of lively interest due to their intimate connections with ran-
dom equations theory ([1], [3]), with the stochastic integration operators being

the main examples of such random operators.
Stochastic continuity is a very important property of random operators which

can be treated by such traditional methods as the closed graph theorem or the

Banach-Steinhaus theorem. Surprisingly, random operators that are not con-
tinuous appear naturally in a recent study of the stochastic continuity of linear

random operators on Banach algebras ([4], [6]). Therefore, we can't use classi-
cal theorems for them. However, we proved that not stochastically continuous

linear random operators on Banach algebras behave as continuous ones in some

sense which can be quantified with precision ([4]). In this way probably con-

tinuous random operators arise as those linear random operators which have

a certain probability nonzero of behaving as continuous operators. This topic
was considered in [5], proving random versions of classical theorems, such as

the closed graph theorem or the open mapping theorem, for such operators.
In this paper we study the pointwise limit in probability of a sequence of

probably continuous random operators by randomizing the classical Banach-

Steinhaus theorem. This randomization becomes a fundamental principle in
the treatment of the automatic continuity of linear random operators which

can be found in [6].

II. Stochastic version of the Banach-Steinhaus theorem

Let (fi, sf , &) be a probability space which is considered fixed throughout

this paper. Let (Y, \\ • \\) be a Banach space. The linear space of all T-valued
Bochner random variables on (Q, si , ¿?) is said to be a randomization of
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Y, and we denote it by 3¡¡a(Y) (M(Y) if there is confusion). We consider
every randomization to be endowed with the topology of the convergence in

probability, which is metrizable (see [2], Section 2), and provide f%(Y) with

F-space structure (where elements that coincide almost surely are equivalent).

Therefore, a sequence in ¿%(Y), {y„} , converges to an element y in ¿%(Y) if

for each x > 0
lim ^[||y„ - y|| > t] = 0.

n—»oo

An operator from a Banach space (X, || • ||) into a randomization ¿%(Y) is

called a random operator from X to Y. We are working only with linear

random operators, i.e., random operators, T, with the following property:

&>[T(ax + ßy) = aT(x) + ßT(y)] = 1

(for all x, y in X and a, ß constants).

We say that T is stochastically continuous at xo in X if

lim ||x„ - xoll = 0
n—>oo

implies that for each t > 0

lim^[||F(x„)-r(x0)||>T] = 0.
n—»oo

It is said that T is stochastically continuous if T is stochastically continuous

at every Xo in X.

It is easy to check that:
A linear random operator, T, is stochastically continuous if and only if for

every 0 < e < 1 there exists a constant, Me,suchthat ^[||F(x)|| < A/"£||x||] > e,

for all x in X.
From now on, let {F,},e/ be a family of linear random operators from the

Banach space X to the Banach space Y.
We can phrase the equicontinuity property of the family {F;}i6/ , with regard

to both the X-uniformity and the ^(T)-uniformity, as follows.

For each 0 < e < 1 there exists a positive constant, ME, such that

^[||7/(x)|| < AfB||jc||] > e,    Viel,    for all i in I.

We say that such a {F,};€/ is stochastically equicontinuous.
In the same way, we say that {F,},e/ is stochastically pointwise bounded if

all x in X satisfy the following condition. If 0 < e < 1 there exists a constant,

Mx e, such that

m\Ti(x)\\<MXiE]>e,    Vi€/.

The classical Banach-Steinhaus theorem ([7], Theorem 3.3.6) can be rephrased

now as follows.

Stochastic version of the Banach-Steinhaus theorem. A stochastically pointwise

bounded family of stochastically continuous linear random operators is stochas-

tically equicontinuous.

III. Random Banach-Steinhaus theorem

Definition 1. We say that a linear random operator, T, is probably continuous

if there exists 0 < Ô < 1, with the following property. For every 0 < ô' < à,

there exists M&> > 0 such that

P[\\T(x)\\<Ms,\\x\\]>S',    VxeX
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For a probably continuous linear random operator, T, we define

a(T) = sup{¿: if   0 < S' < S, 3M6, > 0

with   ^>[||F(x)|| < Ms,\\x\\] > ô', Vx e X}.

For a nonprobably continuous linear random operator, T, we write a(T) = 0.

Given a linear random operator, T, from X to Y and a measurable subset,

Qo > with ^[ßo] > 0, we can consider Qo as a new probability space with the

inherited structure from Q, and the operator F/Q0: X -* 3îç^{Y), defined by

T/SIq(x) = F(x)/Qo > is called a conditional operator of F. It is easy to check
that every //«ear random operator having a stochastically continuous conditional

operator is probably continuous. Our next theorem follows from Corollary 8 of

[5].

Theorem 2. If T is probably continuous, then it has a stochastically continuous

conditional operator, F/Q0, with ^[Qo] = a(T) and it is not possible to find a

stochastically continuous conditional operator, F/Q0, with ^[Q0] > a(T).

In line with this same pattern of the probable continuity concept we have the

following definition.

Definition 3. We say that {7}}ie/ is probably equicontinuous if we can find

0 < ô < 1 such that for each 0 < ô' < ô there exists Mgi > 0 satisfying

^[||7Xx)||<M,,,||.k||]><S',    VxeX,    for all / in J.

This is the moment to wonder what is meant by the family {7/}J€/ being prob-

ably pointwise bounded, and there are two "reasonable" answers.

(1) There exists a measurable set Qo with ^[Qo] > ö such that the corre-
spondent family of conditional operators {F,yQ0},€/ is stochastically pointwise
bounded. (This is the uniform sense.)

(2) There exists 0 < ô < 1 such that for all x in X there exists a constant,

Mx, satisfying

^[\\Ti(x)\\<Mx]>ô,    V/€/.

(This is the weak sense.)

Obviously the second concept is weaker than the first, and unfortunately we

cannot obtain a "uniform randomization principle" (see [5], Theorem 4) which

permits us to put in equivalence both concepts, as the following example shows.

Example 4. Let (Q, j/ , &>) = ([0, X\,3§ ,X) where 3§ is the Borel rr-algebra
of [0, 1 ] and X is the Lebesgue measure. We consider the family of operators

on R, {Tn}n&m , defined by

T„(x) = xy„,    for all x in R and every nin N,

where y„ are ordinary random variables defined as follows:

,   ^     Í0       if»€[0,j],
y2n-i(co) = { .,

y2n((0) =

ifwe]¿,l],

if<ye[0,§],

ifweH,!].
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This family is stochastically pointwise bounded in the weak sense because, given

some positive M,

&[\\Tn(x)\\<M\>\,    \/x£X,

but it is impossible to find a measurable subset Q0 with ^[Qo] > 0 with

{F„/Q0}„6n being stochastically pointwise bounded.

Lemma 5. If T is a probably continuous linear random operator from X to

Y and {x„}ne\y is a sequence of X which converges to x in X, then, for all
T>0,

llim^[||F(x„)|| < T] - &[\\T(x)\\ < T]| < 1 - a(T).

Proof. We assume that t > 0 exists, such that

liQJ^[||F(x„)|| < T] > &>[\\T(x)\\ < T] + 1 - a(T),

for some sequence {x„}„6N which converges to x.   Then, for a sufficiently
small real y and every sufficiently large natural number n ,

(1) ^[||F(x„)||<T]+^[||F(x)||>T]>2-a(r) + 2y.

Since

lim^[||F(x)|| > T + a] = n\\T(x)\\ > t] ,
Q—»0

there exists ao > 0 such that

&[\\T(x)\\ >r + a0]> &[\\T{x)\\ >r]-y,

and by ( 1 )

^[\\T(xn)\\ <x] + &[\\T(x)\\ >T + a0]>2- a(T) + y.

Therefore

&>[\\T(xn) - T(x)\\ > a0] > &\\ \\T(xn)\\ - \\T(x)\\ \ > a0]

>^[\\T(xn)\\<r,\\T(x)\\>r + ao]

> &>[\\T(xn)\\ < T]+&[\\T(x)\\ > t + oo] - 1 > 1 - a(T) + y.

Thus

<?[\\T(xn) - T(x)\\ < a0] < a(T) - y,

so

ljm¿?[\\T(xn - x)\\ < a0] < a(T) - y < a(T),

in contradiction with Corollary 8(iii) of [4] by which

a(T) > limx_0^'[||r(x)|| < e],    for all e > 0.

This proves

\JS&[\\T(x„)\\ < t]-&[\\T(x)\\ < T] < l-a(T).

An analogous argument shows

^[\\T(x)\\ < T] - lim^[||F(xn)|| < T] < 1 - a(T).    G

The stochastic version of the Banach-Steinhaus theorem is a particular case
of the following theorem.
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Random Banach-Steinhaus Theorem 6. Let {F,},e/ be a family of probably con-

tinuous linear random operators. Let ô > 0 besuch that for each x in X, there

exists Mx such that

n\\Tt(x)\\<Mx]>ô,    v/e/.

Then there exists M > 0 such that for each x in X

&>[\\Ti(x)\\ < M\\x\\] > (20 - 1) - (1 - a(Ti)),    Vi £ I.

Proof. We define

C„ = {x £ X: &>[\\Ti(x)\\ <n]>6,    Vi € /}.

Since X = (J^li C„ , by the Baire theorem, we can find some Cm which contain

a ball, B(xo, 2r). Therefore, for all x such that ||x|| = 1,

Xo + rx £ Cm,

and we can obtain a sequence {x^} in Cm which converges to Xo + rx . Ap-

plying the last lemma,

^[||F,(x0 + rx)\\ <m]> liin^[||F,(xfc)|| < m] - (1 - a(Tt)) >S-(l- a(T¡)),

and so

^[||F,(rx)|| <m + \\Ti{xo)\\] >S-(l- a(T,)).

Observing that

^[||F,(rx)|| < 2m] > ^[||F,(rx)|| < m + ||F,(x0)||, ||F;(x0)|| < m]

>ô-(l-a(Ti)) + ô-l

and taking M = *f- we conclude that

^[||F,(x)||<A/||x||]>(2f5-l)-(l-a(r;)),    Vx € X.   D

Corollary 7. Let {F;},e/ be a stochastically pointwise bounded family of probably

continuous linear random operators. Then, for every 0 < e < 1, there exists a

constant, Mt, such that

^[\\T(x)\\ < ME\\x\\] > e - (1 - a(T)),     Vi G /, Vx £ X.

Proof. Given 0 < e < 1, we consider S = ^ , and a straightforward applica-
tion of the last theorem proves the result.   D

Supposing a stronger pointwise boundedness in the hypothesis of the random

Banach-Steinhaus theorem (i.e., assuming that {F,},6/ is probably pointwise

bounded in the uniform sense), we can retrieve the lost part of ô in the thesis,
as the following result shows.

Corollary 8. Let {7í}í€/ be a family of probably continuous linear random op-

erators. If there exists a measurable subset Qo, with ^[Qo] > S, such that

{F,7Q0},e/ is stochastically pointwise bounded, then, for every 0 < 8' < ô, there

exists Ms> > 0 such that, for each x in X,

&[\\Ti(x)\\ < M6,\\x\\\ >ô'-(l- a(T¡)),    Vi € /.

Proof. Let us denote the conditional probability relative to Qo by J3'. Apply-

ing the last corollary to {F,7Qo},e/ it follows that, for every 0 < e < 1, there

exists a constant, Me, such that

^"[||r,/Q0(x)|| < M£||x||] >£-(!- a(F,/Q0)),    Vx 6 X, Vi e /.
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Then

(1)    ^[||^(x)||<M£||x||]>^(Qo)(e-(l-a(r!/Q0))),    Vxe*,Vie/.

On the other hand, by Theorem 2, for every i in / there exists a measurable

set Q, such that F/Q, is stochastically continuous and ^(Q,) = a(T¡) . Also,

q(F//Q0) > ¡r [i¿¡ n Q0] >-^fñl-'

that is
^[Q0](l - a(F;/Q0)) < 1 - a(T),     Vi € /.

Now, by (1) we have established that, for every 0 < e < 1, there exists a

constant Mt such that

^[||^-(jc)|| <M£||x||]>r5e-(l-a(F;)).   VxeX,VieF

Thus, given 0 < ô' < ô, we take e = y in the last inequality, and the result is

proved.   D

Definition 9. Let {Tn}neN be a sequence of linear random operators from X to

Y . We say that a linear random operator, T, from X to Y, is the stochastic

pointwise limit of T if, for each x in X, {F„}„6n converges to F(x) in

probability.

Corollary 10. The stochastic pointwise limit, T, of a sequence {F„}„eN of prob-

ably continuous linear random operators satisfies the inequality

a(T) > limaiFA

Proof. If a(T) < lima(F„), we can find a real ß such that

a(T)<ß<ljma(Tn),

so, taking a subsequence if it is necessary, it is not restrictive to assume that

a(Tn) > ß ,     V« 6 N.

Moreover, {F„}„eN is stochastically pointwise bounded, so, by Corollary 7, if

0 < e < 1 there exists a constant, Me, such that

&>[\\TH(x)\\ < Me\\x\\] > e - (1 - q(F„)) > e- (1 - jff),    Vx £ X, V« e N.

Therefore, if t > 0,

&[\\T(x)\\ < Me\\x\\ + x]> 3°[\ \\(Tn - T)(x)\\ - \\Tn(x)\\ \ < Me\\x\\ + x]

>^[\\(Tn-T)(x)\\<r,\\Tn(x)\\<Me\\x\\]

> &>[\\(T„ - T)(x)\\ < T] +n\\Tn(x)\\ < ME\\x\\] - 1

>^[\\(Tn-T)(x)\\<r] + e-(l-ß)-l.

Thus, letting n -» oo we obtain that

^[\\T(x)\\ < Me\\x\\ + r]>ß-(l-e),    Vx £ X,

and letting t —> 0 we obtain that

&[\\T(x)\\ < Me\\x\\] >ß-(l-e),    Viel,

so a(T) > ß , which is impossible.   D
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Given {F„}„eN and 0 < ô < 1, we say that a linear random operator, T, is

a ô-limit of {F„}„€N if for all x in X

lim^[||F„(x)-F(x)|| <i]>S,    Vt>0.

Obviously, T is the stochastic pointwise limit of {F„}„6N if and only if T is a

ô-limit of {F„}„eN for all ô in ]0, 1[.
The next corollary of the random Banach-Steinhaus theorem shows that, even

if {T„}„£N have an infinite number of different ¿-limits, if ô is large enough

(Ô > \) and the operators T„ are stochastically continuous, then every Ô-

limit, T, is probably continuous. In addition the greater S , the greater a(T).

Moreover, if T is the stochastic pointwise limit of {F„}„6N, then a(T) = 1

(i.e.  T is stochastically continuous).

Corollary 11. Let {F„}„eN be a sequence of stochastically continuous linear ran-

dom operators, and let T be a linear random operator such that there exists

ô > | satisfying that, for all x in X,

lim^[||F„(x)-F(x)||<T]>r5,    Vt>0.

Then T is probably continuous and a(T) > 3d - 2.

Proof. Let 0 < ô' < 3ô - 2. Since 2+s~s < S , by hypothesis, for every x in

X, there exists a natural number m , which depends on x, such that

^[l|F„(x)-F(x)i|<l]>2 + ¿2,~¿,    V«>m,

so, there exists a constant Nx such that

&[\\Tn(x)\\ < Nx] > 2 + <j,'~¿ ,    V« > m.

In consequence, for all x in X, there exists Mx> 0 satisfying

&{\\Tn(x)\\<Mx]>1 + Ô'2~Ô ,     V«eN,

and, by the random Banach-Steinhaus theorem, we obtain a constant, M&<,

such that

^[\\Tn(x)\\ < Ms,\\x\\] > (1 +Ô' - S) - (1 - a(7;)),     VieI,V«eN.

Since Tn is stochastically continuous, by Theorem 2, a(Tn) = 1 and thus

^[||F„(x)|| <Ms,\\x\\]>(l+ô' -ô),     Viel.VneN.

Arguing as in the last corollary, for t > 0,

^[||F(x)|| < M,,||x|| + r] > ^[||F„(x) - F(x)|| < t]

+ ^[||Fn(x)||<Má,||x||]-l,    V«€N,

so

^[||F(x)|| < Ms,\\x\\ + t] > lim^[||F„(x) - T(x)\\ <r] + (l+ô'-ô)-l>S'.

If t — 0, then

^[||F(x)||<Má,||x||]>¿',    Vx€*.   D
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If T is the pointwise limit of a sequence of linear random operators, then the

probability of T being continuous (i.e., a(T) ) depends on how continuous the

functionals of the sequence are (by Corollary 10) and how good the pointwise

convergence is (by Corollary 11).

Let X, Y and Z be Banach spaces, Bx the unit ball of X and BY the
unit ball of Y. Assuming that the concept of bilinear random operator (from

X x Y to Z ) is in the reader's mind, we establish the following corollary of the

random Banach-Steinhaus theorem.

Corollary 12. Let T be a bilinear random operator, from XxY to Z, such that

the operators Ty(x) := T(x ,y), from X to Z, and Tx(y) := T(x, y), from

Y to Z, are probably continuous for all y in Y and all x in X, respectively.

Then T is probably jointly continuous and

a(T) > ma\{ax - 2(1 - ay), ay - 2(1 - ax)}

where

ax = inf{a(Fx): x £ Bx}   and   aY = inf{a(Fy): y £ BY}.

Proof. We consider 0 < S < ay . For all y in Y, Ty is probably continuous,

so there exists My > 0 such that

&[\\T,(x)\\<My]>S,    Vx£Bx.

Since Tx(y) — Ty(x), this shows that the family {Tx: x £ Bx} is probably

pointwise bounded so, by the random Banach-Steinhaus theorem, there exists

Ms > 0 such that

&>[\\T{x, y)\\ <Mô]>(2ô-l)-(l-ax),    Vy £ By , Vx £ Bx.

Thus,

a(T) > (2ay - I) - (I - ax).

In the same way, for 0 < ô' < ax there exists MSi > 0 such that

&>[\\T(x, y)\\ <MS,]> (20' -I)-(I-ay),    Vie^,VyeSy.

Therefore

a(T) > (2ax - I) - (I - aY),

and the result is proved.   D

Corollary 13. If a bilinear random operator is separately stochastically continu-

ous, then it is jointly stochastically continuous.
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